
Bridge course competencies from class 1 to 7 
Class-VII 

SL 
No 

Competencies competencies to be obtained in the previous 
class 

model questions 

1 Recitation of poem Recitation of poems and rhymes 1. Recite the poem. 
2. Recite the poem with proper tune and pronunciation 
3. Rhyming words : ride, wide, fun, bun 

2 wishing and 
greeting 

 Match the following 
a                                          b 
4. It’s my birthday today               * hello glad to meet you 
5. This is my friend Shanti            * Congratulations 
6. I got the highest marks             * Many happy returns of the day 
in the test 

3 Understand  and 
follow the 
instruction given by 
the teacher 

Enable to understand the instruction 7. Open the page No. 17 
8. Put all the piece of paper in dustbin. 
9. Rub the board/ Write date on the blackboard 

4 Write past tense 
form of the verb 

Know about parts of speech (Verb) Write the past tense form of the verb. 
10. Is 
11. Go 
12. See 

5 Learn to use the 
punctuation marks 
in a sentence 

 Give Punctuation 
13. What is your Name? 
14. Rajat said good morning 
15. Oh what a beautiful flower. 

6 Practice copy 
writing 

 copy write the sentence 
16. Practice makes man perfect. 
A sound mind in a sound body. 
Everything that gill 

7 Learn converting 
answer into 

Write the answers 17. My name os Akbar 
18. I am going to market 



questions 19. My favorite color is red. 

8 Picture reading Enable to read 20.  Some pictures are pasting here (VIth Std Page 102) 

 

Class-VI 

SL.No Competencies competencies to be obtained in the previous 
class 

model questions 

1 Present tense form and 
past tense form 

Write in present tense form Write present tense form of the word 
1. Went- 
2. Wrote 
3. Was 

2 Naming words 
expressing about 
self 

Able to write himself in complete sentence Write about yourself 
4. My Name is ___ 
5. My place of birth is ______ 
6. My school name is ___________________ 

3 Numbers Know about numbers Write the plural form of 
7. Leaf  +____ 
8. Boy+  ___ 
9. Tree + _________ 
Choose the plural form 
Tree, crow, pigeon, knives, leaves, rose, book 

4 Pronouns dialogue 
practice 

pair of student talk to each other 10. Marry : Hi Ashraf 
Ashraf : Hi, marry 
Marry : How are you? 
Ashraf : Fine Thank you and you? 
Marry: I am also fine come lets go to the class. 

5 Genders To know about genders Write genders 
11. Cow- 
12. Father- 
13. Hen 

6 Preposition Using preposition with the help of picture Identify the preposition with the help of picture 



 
14. The ball is ____________ the table 

 
15. The ball is _____________ the table. 

7 Noun Abjectives Able know the noun and abjectives Underline the noun and circle the abjectives. 
16. Rose is beautiful 
17. Crow is thirsty 
18. Bijapur is famous for golgumbaz. 

8 Rhyming words and 
recite the thyme 

 19. Any rhyme 
Identify the rhyming words 
20 Fish bunch, dish, lunch 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

Class-V 

SL.No Competencies competencies to be obtained in the previous 
class 

model questions 

1 Recitation of rhymes Recitation of rhymes Recitation of rhymes 

2 identify the pictures Enable to understand different things  

1.   

2.  

3.   

 
4.  



3 Recognize time Enable to understand the time 

6. What time is it?    

 
7. What is time? 

 
8. What is the time ? 

4 Distignishing  
between A and An 

Enable to understand the vowel sounds  Fill in the blanks with a and an 
9. This is ________ Apple 
10. This is ________ book 
11. This is _________ tree 

5 Understand the 
action words? 
Naming words 

Enable to understand the action words pick out the action words and naming words. 
12. he flys the kite 
13. Ramesh is eating the Banana 
14. I am going to school. 

6 Identification of 
rhyming words 

 Identify the rhyming words 
15. Mat, Cat 
16. Park , _____ 
17. Joy , ______ 
 

7 Practice copy 
writing 

 18. Copy write the sentences. 
My favorite thing is to go where I have never seen. 



Write the opposite words in Balloon. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Class-III 

SL.No Competencies competencies to be obtained in the previous 
class 

model questions 

1 Identify the picture Enable to understand circle the picture Identify the picture and circle it. 
1. 
2. 
3. 

2 Practice copy 
writing 

Able to write in four line 
 

4. P M m N S  School 

3 Identification of 
letters 

Enable to understand the alphabets Circle the letters in sentence 
5. A blue bird  = b 
6. child is playing = c 
7. He is fine friend forever = f 

4 know about 
relationship 
(speaking skills) 

Enable to know about relationship say the names to complete the sentence 
8. My father is _____________ 
9. My mother is ___________ 
10. My sister is ____________ 

5 Similar sounding Enable to circle the words which have same 11. circle the words which have similar sound 



words sound hot, pot, net, got, cot 
12. Run : man, sun, bun, gun 
13. Dry, pay, try, fry, cry 

6 naming the 
objectives 

Enable to naming the objects Showing the real objects and ask questions. 
 

1.  

2.  

3.  
7 understanding 

about weather 
Able to recognize the thins which use in season Say true or false 

17. We use umbrella on a raining day – 
18. Cotton cloths are used in summer- 
19. we enjoy ice cream in cool day – 
 

8 know about 
professions 

Able to know about professions 20. Match the tools with their profession. 
a                              b 
Syringe, Stethoscope               Tailor 
Measering tape, scissor           Doctor 
Paint, Brush                          Teacher 
Books, chock piece            painter 
 
(rafer page no. 124 (Class-II)  

Class-IV 

SL.No Competencies competencies to be obtained in the previous 
class 

model questions 

1 Reciting rhymes Recitation of rhyme with proper tune with action 1. Reciting the thymes without mistake 



2 Copy writing Write in the four line 2. Copy the words this sentence  in four line 
3. tree give us fruits, shadow and oxyzen 
4. Grow trees, save the forest and the earth 

3 Naming words and 
action words 

Know about naming words and action words Match naming words to the action words 
5.we hear with our                     mouth 
6.we see with our                       ear 
7.we eat with our                       eyes 

 

4 Proverbs Enable to re- arrange the proverbs Rearrange the Proverbs 
8.worship/work/is 
9.index/is/of/mind/face/the 
10.an apple/doctor/a day/away/the/keeps 

5 Vowel sound 
(page no 32 in 3rd 
std) 

Enable to vowel sound and consonant sound Fill in the blanks with a e i o u 
11.D_y 
12.B_t 
13.H_n 

6 Arrange the letters Enable to arrange the letters to meaningful words 
 

Rearrange  the jumbled letters and make a word 
14.exa 
15.wsa 
16.inor 

7 Compound words Understand the compound words Make new words  
17.foot+ball 
18.class+teacher 
19.neck+lace 

8 Similar sounding 
words 

Able to write the same sounding words 20.make same sound word. 
a. fat, mat ___________ 
b. pit, fit 
c. fall, call 

 

 

 


